1. Introduction 1.1. Let g be a simple Lie algebra over C, and G the corresponding algebraic group of adjoint type. Given an invariant inner product κ on g, letĝ κ denote the corresponding central extension of the formal loop algebra g ⊗ C((t)), the affine Kac-Moody algebraĝ κ , 0 → C1 →ĝ κ → g ⊗ C((t)) → 0, with the two-cocycle defined by the formula x ⊗ f (t), y ⊗ g(t) → −κ(x, y) · Res t=0 f dg.
Denote byĝ κ -mod the category ofĝ κ -modules which are smooth, i.e., any vector is annihilated by the Lie subalgebra g ⊗ t N C [[t] ] for sufficiently large N ≥ 0, and on which 1 ∈ C ⊂ĝ κ acts as the identity. We will refer to objects of these category as modules at level κ.
Let Gr G = G((t))/G [[t] ] be the affine Grassmannian of G. For each κ there is a category D κ (Gr G )-mod of κ-twisted right D-modules on Gr G (see [BD] ). We have the functor of global sections Γ : D κ (Gr G )-mod →ĝ κ -mod, F → Γ(Gr G , F). Let κ Kil be the Killing form, κ Kil (x, y) = Tr(ad g (x) • ad g (y)). The level κ crit = − 1 2 κ Kil is called critical. A level κ is called positive (resp., negative, irrational) if κ = c · κ Kil and c + 1 2 ∈ Q >0 (resp., c + 1 2 ∈ Q <0 , c / ∈ Q). It is known that the functor of global sections cannot be exact when κ is positive. In contrast, when κ is negative or irrational, the functor Γ is exact and faithful, as shown by A. Beilinson and V. Drinfeld in [BD] , Theorem 7.15.8. This statement is a generalization for affine algebras of the famous theorem of A. Beilinson and J. Bernstein, see [BB] , that the functor of global sections from the category of λ-twisted D-modules on the flag variety G/B is exact when λ − ρ is anti-dominant and it is faithful if λ − ρ is, moreover, regular.
The purpose of this paper is to consider the functor of global sections in the case of the critical level κ crit . Unfortunately, it appears that the approach of [BD] does not extend to the critical level case, so we have to use other methods to analyze this case. Our main result is that the functor of global sections remains exact at the critical level: Theorem 1.2. The functor Γ : D crit (Gr G )-mod →ĝ crit -mod is exact.
In other words, we obtain that for any object F of D crit (Gr G )-mod we have H i (Gr G , F) = 0 for i > 0. Moreover, we will show that if F = 0, then H 0 (Gr G , F) = Γ(Gr G , F) = 0. This property is sometimes referred to as "D-affineness" of Gr G .
In fact, we will prove a stronger result. Namely, we will show, following a conjecture and a suggestion of Beilinson, that for a critically twisted D-module F on Gr G , the action ofĝ crit on Γ(Gr G , F) extends to an action of the renormalized enveloping algebra U ren (ĝ crit ) of [BD] , Sect.
5.6, and that the resulting functor from D crit (Gr G )-mod to the category of U ren (ĝ crit )-modules is fully-faithful.
1.3. Our method of proof of Theorem 1.2 uses the chiral algebra of differential operators D G,κ introduced in [AG] . Modules over D G,κ should be viewed as (twisted) D-modules on the loop group G((t)). In particular, the category of κ-twisted D-modules on Gr G is equivalent to the subcategory in D G,κ -mod consisting of modules, which are integrable with respect to the right action of g [[t] ] (see Theorem 2.2). The functor of global sections on Gr G corresponds, under this equivalence, to the functor of g [[t] ]-invariants. Therefore, we need to prove that this functor of invariants is exact.
This approach may be applied both when the level κ is negative (or irrational) and critical. In the case of the negative or irrational level the argument is considerably simpler, and so we obtain a proof of the exactness of Γ, which is different from that of [BD] (see Sect. 2) .
The argument that we use for affine Kac-Moody algebras also yields a different proof of the exactness statement from [BB] . Let us sketch this proof. For a weight λ, let D λ (G/B)-mod be the category of left λ-twisted D-modules on G/B (here for an integral λ, by a λ-twisted D-module on G/B we understand a module over the sheaf of differential operators acting on the line bundle G × B λ). Let π denote the natural projection G → G/B, and observe that the pull-back functor (in the sense of quasicoherent sheaves) lifts to a functor π * : D λ (G/B)-mod → D(G)-mod. Furthermore, for a D-module F ′ on G the space of it global sections Γ(G, F ′ ) is naturally a bimodule over g due to the action of G on itself by left and the right translations.
For F ∈ D λ (G/B)-mod we have
where b is the Borel subalgebra of g, C −λ its one-dimensional representation corresponding to weight −λ, and Γ(G, π * (F) ) is a b-module via b ֒→ g and the right action of g. But the g-module Γ(G, F ′ ), where F ′ = π * (F) (with respect the right g-action) belongs to the category O. Thus, we obtain a functor
where Z g,x is the center of the completed universal enveloping algebra ofĝ crit (this is the indscheme of L g-opers on the punctured disk, where L g is the Langlands dual Lie algebra to g). The scheme Spec(Z g,x ) contains a closed subscheme Spec(z g,x ) (this is the scheme of L g-opers on the disk). The module V g,crit is supported on Spec(z g,x ) and is projective in the category ofĝ crit -modules, which are supported on Spec(z g,x ) and are G(Ô x )-integrable. The problem is however that theĝ crit -modules of the form Γ (G((t)), π * (F) ), where π is the projection G((t)) → G((t))/G [[t] ] ≃ Gr G , are never supported on Spec(z g,x ). Therefore we need to show that the functor of taking the maximal submodule of Γ (G((t)), π * (F)) which is supported on Spec(z g,x ) is exact. We do that by showing that the action ofĝ crit on Γ (G((t)), π * (F)) automatically extends to the action of the renormalized chiral algebra A ren,τ g , which is closely related to the renormalized enveloping algebra U ren (ĝ crit ), mentioned above. Consider the following analogy. Let X be a smooth variety and Y its smooth closed subvariety. Then we have the functor i ! from the category of O X -modules to the category of O Y -modules, which takes an O X -module F to its maximal submodule supported on Y . This functor is not exact. But the corresponding functor from the category of right D-modules on X to the category of right D-modules on Y is exact according to the Kashiwara theorem. In our situation the role of the category of O X -modules is played by the categoryĝ crit − mod, and the role of the category of D-modules is played by the category of modules over the chiral algebra A ren,τ g . We show that the above functor of taking the maximal submodule of Γ (G((t)), π * (F)) which is supported on Spec(z g,x ) factors through the latter category, and this allows us to show that this functor, and hence the functor of global sections itself, is exact.
1.5. Contents. Let us briefly describe how this paper is organized. In Sect. 2 we treat the negative level case. In Sect. 3 we discuss several versions of the renormalized universal enveloping algebra at the critical level in the setting of chiral algebras. In Sect. 4 we study the chiral algebra of differential operators D G,κ when κ = κ crit . In Sect. 5 we derive our main Theorem 1.2 from two other statements, Theorems 5.13 and 5.15. In Sect. 6 we prove Theorem 5.15, generalizing Kashiwara's basic theorem about D-modules supported on a subvariety. In Sect. 7 we prove Theorem 5.13 and describe the category ofĝ crit -modules which are supported on Spec(z g,x ) and are G(Ô x )-integrable. Finally, in Sect. 8 we prove that the functor Γ is faithful.
1.6. Conventions. Our basic tool in this paper is the theory of chiral algebras. The foundational work [CHA] on this subject is currently unpublished, but it is available on the Web. In addition, an abridged summary of the results of [CHA] that are used in this paper may be found in [AG] . We wish to remark that all chiral algebras considered in this paper are universal in the sense that they come from vertex algebras by a construction explained in [FB] , Ch. 18. Therefore all results of this paper may be easily rephrased in the language of vertex algebras. We have chosen the language of chiral algebras in order to be consistent with the language used in [AG] .
We also use some of the results of [BD] , which is also unpublished, but available on the Web.
Our notation this paper mainly follows that of [AG] . Throughout the paper, X will be a fixed smooth curve; we will denote by O X (resp., ω X , T X and D X ) its structure sheaf (resp., the sheaf of differentials, the tangent sheaf and the sheaf of differential operators).
We will work with D-modules on X, and in our notation we will not distinguish between left and right D-modules, i.e., we will denote by the same symbol a left D-module M and the corresponding right D-module M ⊗ ω X . The operations of tensor product, taking symmetric algebra, and restriction to a subvariety must be understood accordingly.
We will denote by ∆ the diagonal embedding X → X × X, and by j the embedding of its complement X × X − ∆(X) → X × X. If x ∈ X is a point, we will often consider D-modules supported at x. In this case, our notation will not distinguish between such a D-module and the underlying vector space.
We will use the notation A × B C for a fiber product of A and C over B, and the notation P × G V for the twist of a G-module V by a G-torsor P.
Finally, if C is a category and C is an object of C, we will often write C ∈ C. 
The case of affine algebras at the negative and irrational levels
In this section we will show that the functor of global sections
is exact when κ is negative or irrational. This result has already been proved by Beilinson and Drinfeld in [BD] , Theorem 7.15.8, by other methods. To be precise, the setting of [BD] is slightly different: they consider twisted D-modules on the affine flag variety
] is the Iwahori subgroup, i.e., the preimage of a fixed Borel subgroup B ⊂ G under the projection G [[t] ] → G. The exactness statement on Fl G formally implies that on Gr G . Furthermore, for negative κ the proof of exactness on Gr G that we present in this section extends in a straightforward fashion to the case of Fl G . In contrast, in the case of the critical level, it is essential that we consider D-modules on Gr G and not on Fl G ; in the latter case the naive analogue of the exactness statement does not hold on Fl G .
Finally, note that [BD] , Theorem 7.15.8 contains also the assertion that for 0 = F ∈ D κ (Gr G )-mod, then the space of sections Γ(Gr G , F) is non-zero. In Sect. 8, we will reprove this fact as well, by a different method. This proof is the same in the negative and the critical level cases.
2.1. The starting point of our proof is the following. Recall the chiral algebra D G,κ (on our curve X), introduced in [AG] . Let D G,κ -mod denote the category of chiral D G,κ -modules concentrated at a point x ∈ X. In [AG] it was shown that D G,κ -mod is a substitute for the category of twisted D-modules on the loop group G((t)), where t is a formal coordinate on X near x.
In particular, we have the forgetful functor
whereĝ κ -mod (resp.,ĝ 2κcrit−κ -mod) is the category of representations of the affine algebra at the level κ (resp., 2κ crit − κ). This functor corresponds to the action of the Lie algebra g((t)) on G((t)) by left and right translations. In what follows, for a module M ∈ D G,κ -mod, we will refer to the corresponding actions ofĝ κ andĝ 2κcrit−κ on it as "left" and "right", respectively.
Let
] be the completed local ring at x. Consider the subalgebra g( O x ) ⊂ĝ 2κcrit−κ . Letĝ 2κcrit−κ -mod G( Ox) be the subcategory ofĝ 2κcrit−κ -mod whose objects are theĝ 2κcrit−κ -modules, on which the action of g( O x ) may be exponentiated to an action of the corresponding
denote the full subcategory of D G,κ -mod whose objects belong toĝ 2κcrit−κ -mod G( Ox) under the right action ofĝ 2κcrit−κ -mod. The following result has been established in [AG] : Theorem 2.2. There exists a canonical equivalence of categories
, the space of invariants in M F with respect to the Lie subalgebra g( O x ) ⊂ĝ 2κcrit−κ corresponding to the right action.
2.3. To prove the exactness of the functor Γ : D κ (Gr G )-mod →ĝ κ -mod, for negative and irrational κ, we compose it with the tautological forgetful functorĝ κ -mod → Vect. By Theorem 2.2, this composition can be rewritten as
where the first arrow is the forgetful functor, and the second arrow is M → M g( Ox) . For an arbitrary level κ ′ , let V g,κ ′ be the vacuum Weyl module, i.e.,
where g( O x ) acts on C by zero and 1 acts as the identity. Tautologically, for any M ∈ĝ κ ′ -mod, we have: Ox) . Observe that the condition that κ is negative or irrational is equivalent to 2κ crit − κ being positive or irrational. Therefore, to prove the exactness of Γ, it is enough to establish the following:
This proposition is well-known, and the proof is based on considering eigenvalues of the Segal-Sugawara operator L 0 . We include the proof for completeness.
Proof. Recall that for every non-critical value of κ, the vector space underlying every object M ∈ g κ -mod carries a canonical endomorphism L 0 obtained via the Segal-Sugawara construction, such that the action ofĝ κ commutes with L 0 in the following way:
Explicitly, let {x a , x a } be bases in g, dual with respect to κ Kil . The operator
is well-defined on every object ofĝ κ -mod, and it has the following commutation relation with elements ofĝ κ :
where c is such that κ = c · κ Kil . Therefore, for c = For an integral dominant weight λ of g, let V λ be the finite-dimensional irreducible g-module with highest weight λ and V λ g,κ the corresponding Weyl module overĝ κ ,
where g( O x ) acts on V λ through the homomorphism g( O x ) → g and 1 acts as the identity. Then we find from formula (2.3) that L 0 acts on the subspace V λ ⊂ V λ g,κ by the scalar
2c+1 , where C g (λ) is the scalar by which the Casimir element a x a · x a of U (g) acts on V λ . Note that C g (λ) is a non-negative rational number for any dominant integral weight λ, and C g (λ) = 0 if λ = 0.
Since V λ g,κ is generated from V λ by the elements x⊗t n ∈ĝ κ , n < 0, we obtain that the action of L 0 on V λ g,κ is semi-simple. Moreover, since every object M ∈ĝ κ -mod G( Ox) has a filtration whose subquotients are quotients of the V λ g,κ 's, the action of L 0 on any such M is locally-finite. Suppose now that we have an extension 
, which we can assume to be homogeneous, automatically of negative degrees with respect to L 0 , such that the vector
is non-zero and is annihilated by g ⊗ tC [[t] ]. But then, on the one hand, the eigenvalue of L 0 on w is deg(
, but on the other hand, it must be of the form
, which is not in Q <0 , by our assumption.
3. The renormalized chiral algebra 3.1. Let A be a chiral algebra on X. Recall that the center of A, denoted by z(A), is by definition the maximal D-submodule of A for which the Lie-* bracket z(A) ⊠ A → ∆ ! (A) vanishes. It is easy to see that z(A) is a commutative chiral subalgebra of A. For example, the unit ω X ֒→ A is always contained in z(A).
Let A g,κ be the chiral universal enveloping algebra of the Lie-* algebra L g,κ := g ⊗ D X ⊕ ω X at the level κ (modulo the relation equating the two embedding of ω X ).
It is well-known that when κ = κ crit , the inclusion ω X → z(A g,κ ) is an isomorphism. Let us denote by z g the commutative chiral algebra z(A g,crit ). In Theorem 5.7 below we will recall the description of z g obtained in [FF, F] .
3.2. Let us recall the definition of the chiral-Poisson (or coisson, in the terminology of [BD] ) structure on z g . Consider the flat C [[ℏ] ]-family of chiral algebras A g,ℏ , corresponding to the pairing κ ℏ = κ crit + ℏ · κ 0 , where κ 0 is an arbitrary fixed non-zero invariant inner product.
For two sections a, b ∈ z g , consider two arbitrary sections a ℏ , b ℏ ∈ A g,ℏ , whose values modulo ℏ are a and b respectively, and consider [a ℏ , b ℏ ] ∈ ∆ ! (A g,ℏ ). By assumption, the last expression vanishes modulo ℏ. Therefore the section
is well-defined. Moreover, its value mod ℏ does not depend on the choice of a ℏ and b ℏ .
Therefore we obtain a map
and it is easy to see that its image belongs to ∆ ! (z g ). Furthermore, it is straightforward to verify that the resulting map z g ⊠ z g → ∆ ! (z g ) satisfies the axioms of the chiral-Poisson bracket, see [CHA] , Sect. 2.7.1.
3.3. We need to recall some material from [CHA] , Sects. 2.3 and 2.5. Let B be a commutative chiral algebra, and L be a commutative B-module. A structure of a Lie-* algebroid over B on
, which satisfy the natural compatibility conditions given in [CHA] , Sect. 2.5.17.
Recall that the left D-module corresponding to B is a commutative D X -algebra. By a slight abuse of notation, we will denote it by the same symbol B. Consider the B-module Ω 1 (B) of relative with respect to X differentials on B, i.e. Ω 1 (B) ≃ I B /I 2 B , where I B is the kernel of the product B ⊗ B → B.
Assume now that B is finitely generated as a D X -algebra. In this case Ω 1 (B) is finitely generated as a B ⊗ D X -module, and we consider its dual
This is a commutative B-module, called the tangent module to B, and it carries a canonical structure of a Lie-* algebroid over B. Moreover, for an arbitrary algebroid L over B, we have a canonical map of algebroids L → Θ(B), called the anchor map. Finally, let us recall that a chiral-Poisson structure on B gives rise to the structure of a chiral algebroid on Ω 1 (B), defined by the conditions that the de Rham differential d : B → Ω 1 (B) is a map of Lie-* algebras, and the composition
coincides with the Poisson bracket.
In particular, we obtain that the z g -module Ω 1 (z g ) acquires the structure of a Lie-* algebroid over z g . The corresponding anchor map Ω 1 (z g ) → Θ(z g ) will be denoted by ̟.
3.4. We will now refine the structure of a chiral-Poisson algebra on z g and obtain a chiral version of the renormalized chiral universal enveloping algebra at the critical level introduced in [BD] .
First, we introduce a Lie-* algebra A ♯ g , which fits in a short exact sequence
Namely, in the above family of chiral algebras A g,ℏ consider the following subspace A ♯ g,ℏ , which contains A g,ℏ and is contained in
By repeating the construction of the chiral-Poisson structure on z g from Sect. 3.2, we obtain a Lie-* algebra structure on A ♯ g . Note that the composition 
In the above diagram the rows are exact, and the rightmost vertical map is the de Rham differ-
Proof. Recall the following general construction. Let L be a Lie-* algebra acting on a commutative chiral algebra B. Then we may form a commutative B-module Ind B (L) := B ⊗ L, which will carry a natural structure of Lie-* algebroid over B. This is analogous to the usual construction in differential geometry, when we have a Lie-* algebra l acting on a manifold Y and we form the algebroid O Y ⊗ l.
To obtain from Ind zg (A ♯ g /z g ) the desired extension A ♭ g , we need to take the quotient by two kinds of relations. First, we must pass from z g ⊗ (A g,crit /z g ) to just A g,crit /z g , using the structure of z g -module on A g,crit . Secondly, we must impose the Leibniz rule to pass from the free z g -module z g ⊗ z g to Ω 1 (z g ). We will impose these two relations simultaneously, by taking the quotient of Ind zg (A ♯ g /z g ) by the z g -module generated by the image of a certain map A
Consider the following three maps from the D-module j * j
2) The second map is obtained from the first one by interchanging the roles of the factors in
To define the third map, note that chiral bracket on A g,ℏ multiplied by ℏ induces a map
), and we compose this latter map with the inclusion
By taking the linear combination of these three maps, namely (1)- (2)- (3), we obtain a map
But when we compose it with the projection
), the resulting map will factor as
One checks in a straightforward way that the Lie-* bracket on Ind zg (A ♯ g /z g ) descends to a Lie-* bracket on A ♭ g , so that it becomes a Lie-* algebroid over z g .
Observe that the Lie-* algebra A ♯ g acts on A g,crit , and this action is in a natural sense compatible with the chiral bracket on A g,crit . This action gives rise to an action of the Lie-* algebroid Ind zg (A ♯ g /z g ) on A g,crit , which is compatible with the z g -module structure on A g,crit , and, moreover, it descends to an action of the algebroid A ♭ g on A g,crit .
3.6. Let us now introduce a category of modules over A ♭ g , which will be of interest for us. Given a point x ∈ X, let A g,crit -mod denote the category of chiral A g,crit -modules supported at x. This is nothing but the category of smooth representations of the Kac-Moody algebra at the level κ, i.e.,ĝ κ -mod.
We define A ♭ g -mod to be the category whose objects are the objects M of A g,crit -mod endowed with an additional action of the Lie-* algebra A ♭ g such that (a) As a chiral module over One can show that the category A ♭ g -mod is tautologically equivalent to the category of (discrete) modules over the renormalized universal enveloping algebra introduced in [BD] , Sect. 5.6.1.
For example, it is easy to see
3.7. In addition to the notion of a Lie-* algebroid there is also the notion of a chiral Lie algebroid over a commutative chiral algebra B, see [CHA] , Sect. 3.9.6. A Lie-* algebra L is called a chiral Lie algebroid over B if we are given:
, compatible with the multiplication on B via the Leibniz rule,
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) The Lie-* bracket on L is compatible with the B-module structure via the action (2),
, where the first map is the Lie-* action of (2),
Note that if for a chiral Lie algebroid L as above, the data of η is zero, we retrieve the notion of Lie-* algebra. In most examples, however, the map η is an injection; in this case it is uniquely reconstructible from both (1) and (2).
It would be interesting to find out whether there exists a chiral Lie algebroid A ren g over z g , which is an extension 0
g . However, we do not know how to construct such an object. Instead, below we will construct another chiral Lie algebroid A ren,d g , which is, in some sense, a double of A ren g .
Consider the Lie-* algebra
where the map z g → z g ×z g is the anti-diagonal, i.e., (id, − id). It fits into a short exact sequence
Proposition 3.8. There exist a unique chiral algebroid A ren,d g over z g , which fits into the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
Proof. Let L be a Lie-* algebra acting on a commutative chiral algebra B, as in the proof of Proposition 3.5. Then one constructs a chiral Lie algebroid Ind B (L), which fits into a short exact sequence
where the left arrow is the natural inclusion and the right arrow is the negative of the Lie-* action. Then the quotient j * j * (B ⊠ L) ⊕ ∆ ! (B) /B ⊠ L is supported on the diagonal, and therefore corresponds to a D-module on X which is our Ind B (L). By construction, we have the
. It is a straightforward verification to show that these data extend uniquely to a Lie-* algebra structure on Ind B (L) and a chiral action of B on Ind B (L), which satisfy the conditions of chiral Lie algebroid.
Let us view
g as a Lie-* algebra, which acts on z g via A , we must take the quotient by some additional relations.
The first set of relations is that we must identify the three copies of z g inside Ind zg (A
g ). One copy is the image of the canonical embedding z g ֒→ Ind zg (A ♯,d
g ) coming from the definition of the induced algebroid. The other two copies come from
g ). When we identify them, we obtain a new chiral algebroid over z g which we denote by Ind
The second set of relations is similar to what we had in the case of A ♭ g : they amount to killing the chiral z g -submodule generated by the image of a certain map A
To construct this map, we consider three morphisms from the D-module j * j
where the first arrow comes from the natural projection A
(2) The second map is obtained from the first one by interchanging the roles of the factors in
3) The third map is the composition of j * j
g ), constructed as in the proof of Proposition 3.5, and the map ∆ ! (A
Consider the map j * j
g )) equal to the linear combination (1)-(2)-(3). The restriction of this map to A
where the second arrow is the Poisson bracket, and the third one is (−2 · id, id, id). Therefore, the composition
g )), and thus defines a map A
One readily checks that the Lie-* bracket on Ind
, such that together with the embedding
the structure of a chiral Lie algebroid over z g with the required properties. 
Let us denote by
(b) Actions of (1) and (2) are compatible with the Lie-* action of A
Observe that one can reformulate the definition of A ren,d g -mod as the modules (supported at x ∈ X) over a certain chiral algebra. Namely, let U ren,d (L g,crit ) be the quotient of the universal
) of the Lie-* algebra A ren,d g by the following relations:
) coming from the embedding of Lie-* algebras (
) generated by the image of the kernel of the latter map.
(2) We must equate in U ren,d (L g,crit ) the two chiral brackets from j * j
)). One such bracket is the chiral action of z g on A ren,d g with the subsequent embedding of the latter into U (A ren,d g
), and another comes from the chiral bracket on
Observe that the PBW filtration on U (A
3.10. Let now τ be an automorphism of z g as a chiral-Poisson algebra. We can form a Lie-* algebra A ♯,τ
where the map z g → z g × z g is now (id, −τ ).
Repeating the construction of Proposition 3.8, we obtain a chiral algebroid A ren,τ g , which fits in a short exact sequence
where z g is embedded into A g,crit × A g,crit also via (id, −τ ). We will denote by A 4. Chiral differential operators at the critical level 4.1. Recall that D G,κ denotes the chiral algebra of differential operators on the group G at level κ (see [AG] ), and l, r are the two embeddings
Recall that if M is a Lie-* module over a Lie-* algebra L, the centralizer of L is the maximal
Proof. The inclusion of l(A g,κ ) into the centralizer of r(A g,2κcrit−κ ) is just the fact that the images of l and r Lie-* commute with each other. The fact that this inclusion is an equality is established as follows. Letĝ κ be the affine Kac-Moody algebra corresponding to a point x ∈ X. The fiber A g,κ,x of A g,κ at x is aĝ κ -module, equal to the vacuum module V g,κ .
Denote by D G,κ,x the fiber of D G,κ at x. This is a module overĝ κ ×ĝ 2κcrit−κ . Recall that asĝ κ -module, D G,κ,x is the induced module
(Here O x is the completed local ring at x, G( O x ) denotes the corresponding group-scheme, and Fun(?) stands for the ring of regular functions.) Moreover, the commuting right action of g( O x ) ⊂ĝ 2κcrit−κ comes by transport of structure from the right action of g( O x ) on Fun G( O x ) . In other words, as a right g( O x )-module,
where g( O x ) acts through the second factor and t is a uniformizer in O x . At the level of fibers, the embedding l is just the natural embedding
corresponding to the unit C → Fun G( O x ) . We have to show that V g,κ in equals
, for g( O x ) ⊂ĝ 2κcrit−κ . But this immediately follows from the above description
To finish the proof, observe that the roles of l and r in the definition of D G,κ are symmetric, and in particular, D G,κ,x is isomorphic to Indĝ
Indeed, we have a map from the latter to the former, by the definition of the induction, and this is map is clearly an isomorphism at the level of associate graded spaces, by the PBW theorem.
Now we specialize to κ = κ crit . Then l and r are two different embeddings of A g,crit into D G,crit . Lemma 4.2 implies the following:
Let τ be the involution of the Dynkin diagram of g, which sends a weight λ to −w 0 (λ). We lift τ to an outer automorphism of g, and it gives rise to a canonically defined involution of z g , which we will also denote by τ . 
This embedding extends to a homomorphism of chiral algebras
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem.
4.5. As a first step, we will construct a map
.
Note that the map l extends to a map l ℏ : A g,ℏ → D G,ℏ , whereas the map r gives rise to a map r ℏ : A g,−ℏ → D G,ℏ (the negative appears due to the sign inversion in κ → 2κ crit − κ).
We will construct a derivation from z g to D G,crit / (l(A g,crit ) + r (A g,crit ) ). Let a be an element of z g and choose the corresponding elements a ′ ℏ ∈ A g,ℏ and a
By definition, it vanishes mod ℏ; hence we obtain an element l ℏ (a
which is well-defined modulo l(A g,crit ) + r(A g,crit ). This defines the required map. The fact that it is a derivation is a straightforward verification.
Note that the chiral bracket on D G,crit gives rise to a well-defined Lie-* bracket
where z g is thought of as embedded into
Lemma 4.6. The composition
, where the first arrow is the chiral-Poisson structure on z g . A similar assertion holds for z g mapping to D G,crit via r.
Proof. For two sections a, b ∈ z g , and a
, because the images of l ℏ and r ℏ Lie-* commute in D G,ℏ . Hence, the assertion follows from the definition of the chiral-Poisson structure on z g . 4.7. Since the images of z g in D G,crit under l and r coincide, we obtain that there exists an automorphism τ ′ of z g , as a commutative chiral algebra such that l| zg = r| zg • τ ′ . Our goal now is to show that τ ′ = τ . Lemma 4.6 implies that τ ′ is in fact an automorphism of z g as a chiral-Poisson algebra. According to Proposition 3.5.13 and Theorem 3.6.7 of [BD] , the chiral-Poisson structure on z g is rigid, i.e., its group of automorphisms equals the group of automorphisms of the Dynkin diagram of g.
Therefore, in order to prove that τ ′ = τ , it suffices to show, that the two automorphisms coincide at the associate graded level. Recall that if C is a commutative O X -algebra, J(C) denotes the corresponding commutative chiral algebra, obtained by the jet construction from C (see [CHA] , Sect. 2.3.2). We have
so that the maps gr(l) and gr(r) come from the (moment) maps T * G ⇉ g * corresponding to the action of g on G by left and right translation, respectively.
Moreover,
(this inclusion is, in fact, an equality, see Theorem 5.7 below). Therefore, the required assertion follows from the fact that the two maps T * G ⇉ g * → g * /G differ by the automorphism τ .
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.4, we will identify
Note that the construction of the map ψ gives in fact a map A
We associate to it a section of D G,crit equal to
In addition, D G,crit is obviously a chiral z g -module, so we obtain a map Ind zg (A ♯,τ g ) → D G,crit , and it is straightforward to check that the relations, defining A ) → D G,crit , and it is easy to see that it annihilates the ideal defining U ren,τ (L g,crit ) as a quotient of U (A ren,τ g
).
5. The functor of global sections on the affine Grassmannian 5.1. Let D G,crit -mod G( Ox) be the category of chiral D G,crit -modules supported at the point x ∈ X, which are G( O x )-integrable with respect to the embedding r : A g,crit → D G,crit . Let F be a critically twisted D-module on Gr G , and M F -the corresponding object of D G,critmod G( Ox) . According to Theorem 2.2,
where M F is regarded as aĝ crit -module via r, and V g,crit ≃ Indĝ
(C) is the vacuum module, i.e., the fiber A g,crit,x of A g,crit at x.
Recall thatĝ crit -mod denotes the category of all chiral A g,crit -modules supported at x ∈ X, and letĝ crit -mod G( Ox) be the subcategory of G( O x )-integrable modules. Obviously, V g,crit belongs toĝ crit -mod G( Ox) , but the main difficulty in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is that, in contrast to the negative level case, V g,crit is not projective in this category.
Let nowĝ crit -mod reg denote the subcategory ofĝ crit -mod consisting of modules, which are commutative with respect to the center z g . Let us denote byĝ crit -mod
, but the modules from D G,crit -mod G( Ox) , regarded as objects ofĝ crit -mod G( Ox) , do not belong there. The following projectivity result is essentially due to [BD] (see Sect. 7 for the proof).
Theorem 5.2. The module V g,crit is a projective generator of the categoryĝ crit -mod
. In particular, the functor
is exact.
Let z g,x be the fiber of z g at x; this is commutative algebra. We have natural maps
where the left arrow is obtained from the definition of the center of a chiral algebra, and the right arrow assigns to e ∈ End(V g,crit ) the vector e · v 0 , where v 0 is the canonical generator of V g,crit .
The resulting homomorphism of algebras z g,x → End(V g,crit ) is an isomorphism. In fact, for any chiral algebra A, its center z(A) identifies with the D-module of endomorphisms of A regarded as a chiral A-module. At the level of fibers, we have a map in one direction z(A) x → End(A x ). This map is an isomorphism if a certain flatness condition is satisfied, which is always the case if A is "universal", i.e., comes from a vertex algebra, which is the case of A g,crit .
Consider the functors
Now Theorem 5.2 implies the following:
Theorem 5.3. The functors F and G are mutually inverse equivalences of categories.
5.4. For a chiral algebra A, letÂ x be the canonical topological associative algebra attached to the point x, see [CHA] , Sect. 3.6.2. By definition, the category A-mod of chiral A-modules supported at x, endowed with the tautological forgetful functor to the category of vector spaces, is equivalent to the category of discrete continuousÂ x -modules, denotedÂ x -mod. For example, when A = A g,κ , the corresponding algebraÂ g,κ,x identifies with the completed universal enveloping algebra ofĝ κ modulo the relation 1 = 1. We denote this algebra by U ′ (ĝ κ ). When A = B is commutative, the algebraB x is commutative as well, and we have a surjective homomorphismB x → B x . Categorically, the quotient B x corresponds to the subcategory of A-mod, which consists of commutative modules.
By applying this discussion to the chiral algebra z g , we obtain a topological commutative algebraẑ g,x , which we will also denote by Z g,x . It can be identified with the center of the algebra U ′ (ĝ crit ) mentioned above. The chiral-Poisson algebra structure on z g gives rise to a (continuous) Poisson algebra structure on Z g,x . Let us denote by ı the embedding of spectra Spec(z g,x ) ֒→ Spec(Z g,x ), where the latter is regarded as an ind-scheme.
Consider the functor ı ! : Z g,x -mod −→ z g,x -mod which takes a Z g,x -module to its maximal submodule scheme-theoretically supported on Spec(z g,x ), i.e., for an object M ∈ Z g,x -mod, ı ! (M) consists of elements annihilated by ker(Z g,x → z g,x ). We will denote by the same symbol ı ! the corresponding functorŝ
According to formula (5.1), the functor of global sections Γ :
, we obtain that this functor factors as
But according to Theorem 5.2, the second functor is exact. Therefore Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to the following:
Theorem 5.5. The composition
where the first arrow is the forgetful functor corresponding to the embedding r, is exact.
5.6. Let us recall the explicit description of z g and Z g,x due to [FF, F] . Let L G be the algebraic group of adjoint type whose Lie algebra is the Langlands dual to g. Denote by OpL
and ∇ is a connection on F (automatically flat) such that F B and ∇ are in a special relative position (see, e.g., [F] for details).
There exists an affine D-scheme J(OpL G (X)) of jets of opers on X, whose fiber at x ∈ X is OpL G (D x ) (see [BD] , Sect. 3.3.3), and so the corresponding sheaf of algebras of functions Fun (J(OpL G (X))) on X is a commutative chiral algebra. Moreover, it carries a chiral-Poisson structure via the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction.
The canonical topological algebra associated to Fun (J(OpL G (X))) at the point x is nothing but the topological algebra of functions on the ind-affine space OpL
, where K x is the field of fractions of O x . It carries a (continuous) Poisson algebra structure. The following is established in [FF, F] :
(1) There exists a canonical isomorphism of chiral-Poisson algebras 
Note that in the lower left corner of the above commutative diagram we have used the identification
By combining this theorem with Theorem 5.3, we obtain that the categoryĝ crit -mod
is equivalent to he category of quasicoherent sheaves on the scheme OpL G (D x ).
5.8. Let Z g,x -mod n.reg be the full subcategory of Z g,x -mod whose objects are those modules which are set-theoretically supported on Spec(z g,x ) ⊂ Spec(Z g,x ), i.e., modules supported on the formal neighborhood of Spec(z g,x ). Letĝ crit -mod n.reg , (resp.,ĝ crit -mod
n.reg ) denote the corresponding full subcategory ofĝ crit -mod (resp.,ĝ crit -mod G( Ox) ). Let ı ! : Z g,x -mod −→ Z g,x -mod n.reg be the functor that attaches to a Z g,x -module its maximal submodule, which is supported on the formal neighborhood of Spec(z g,x ). In other words, for M ∈ Z g,x -mod, ı ! (M) consists of all sections annihilated by some power of the ideal of Spec(z g,x ) in Spec(Z g,x ). We will denote in the same way the corresponding functorŝ
λ with a dominant highest weight λ ∈ Λ + , let V λ g,crit be the corresponding Weyl module inĝ crit -mod G( Ox) , as defined in Sect. 2.3; in particular,
be the closed subscheme corresponding to the annihilating ideal
By definition, every object in the categoryĝ crit -mod G( Ox) has a filtration whose successive quotients are generated by vectors on which the subalgebra g ⊗ tC
In particular, such a subquotient is a quotient of V λ g,crit for some λ. Therefore the support in Spec(Z g,x ) of every object fromĝ crit -mod G( Ox) is contained in the union of the formal neighborhoods of Y λ for λ ∈ Λ + .
Lemma 5.9.
Proof. Recall the operator S 0 given by formula (2.3). At the critical level this operator commutes with the action ofĝ crit , i.e., it belongs to Z g,x . But according to formula (2.3), S 0 acts on V λ ⊂ V λ g,crit , and hence on the entire V λ g,crit , by the scalar C g (λ) equal to the value of the Casimir operator on V λ . But this scalar is zero for λ = 0 and non-zero for λ = 0. This proves the lemma.
n.reg is exact.
Proof. By Lemma 5.9, any object M ofĝ crit -mod G( Ox) has a canonical direct sum decompo-
n.reg and M =0 is supported on the union of the formal neighborhoods of Y λ , λ = 0. Therefore the functor ı ! amounts to taking a direct summand and so is exact.
Thus, to prove Theorem 5.5 we need to understand the behavior of objects of D G,critmod G( Ox) under the restriction from the formal neighborhood of Spec(z g,x ) in Spec(Z g,x ) to Spec(z g,x ) itself.
Let us recall some facts about commutative D-algebras.
Let B be a commutative finitely-generated D X -algebra which is flat as an O X -module. Slightly abusing notation, we will denote by the same symbol the corresponding commutative chiral algebra. Let B x andB x be the fiber of B at x, and canonical topological algebra, which was mentioned above. Geometric points of the scheme Spec(B x ) (resp., of the ind-scheme Spec(B x )) are the same as flat sections of B over the formal disk D x (resp., the formal punctured disk D 
(1) we require that a module M, viewed as a quasicoherent sheaf on Spec(B x ), is supported in the formal neighborhood of Spec(B x ). In particular, M acquires a canonical increasing filtration (2) we require that each M i+1 /M i−1 is supported on E, viewed as a subscheme of N(B x ).
We apply the above discussion in the case when B = z g , i.e.,B x ≃ Z g,x . Recall the anchor map ̟ : Ω 1 (z g ) → Θ(z g ) coming from the chiral-Poisson structure on z g .
Lemma 5.12. The algebra z g is strongly smooth. The map ̟ :
) is an embedding, and its cokernel is a locally-free finitely generated z g -module.
Proof. The first assertion of the lemma follows from the fact that the D X -algebra z g is (noncanonically) isomorphic to a free algebra which follows from Theorem 5.7. To prove the second part, it is sufficient to establish the corresponding properties of the map
But this is the content of the second part of Theorem 3.6.7 of [BD] .
We obtain from this lemma that ̟ gives rise to an injective bundle map T * (Spec(z g,x )) → N(z g,x ). We set E to be the resulting subbundle in N(z g,x ) .
Denote byĝ crit -mod E the subcategory ofĝ crit -mod whose objects are theĝ crit -modules such that the underlying chiral z g -module belongs to Z g,x -mod E . In Sect. 7 we will prove the following Theorem 5.13. The categoryĝ crit -mod
5.14. Recall the chiral algebra U ren,τ (L g,crit ), and the corresponding category A ren,τ g -mod, see Sect. 3.9, Sect. 3.10. We have a natural forgetful functor A ren,τ g -mod →ĝ crit -mod coming from the "right" copy of
n.reg , etc.) be the preimages of the corresponding subcategories of g crit -mod under the above forgetful functor. Note that by Theorem 5.13, the inclusion
It is easy to see that the functor ı ! : Z g,x -mod → Z g,x -mod n.reg gives rise to a well-defined functor
reg . In particular, we have a commutative diagram of functors:
Since the left lower horizontal arrow is an exact functor by Corollary 5.10, and the vertical arrows are forgetful functors, we find that the left upper horizontal arrow is also exact.
Recall now the Lie-* algebroid A ♭,τ g and the corresponding category A ♭,τ g -mod (see Sect. 3.9, Sect. 3.10). Let A
g -mod be the corresponding subcategory. We claim that the functor ı ! : Z g,x -mod → z g,x -mod gives rise to a functor from A ren,τ g -mod to A ♭,τ g -mod. Indeed, given an object M of the category A ren,τ g -mod, we consider it as a Z g,x -module and take its maximal submodule ı ! (M) supported on Spec(z g,x ). We consider ı ! (M) as a Lie-* module over A ren,τ g . But now the Lie-* action of the diagonal z g ⊂ (A g,crit ×A g,crit )/z g ⊂ A ren,d g will be zero. Therefore the Lie-* action of A ren,τ g on ı ! (M) will factor through the action of the Lie-* algebra A 
where the vertical arrows correspond to the forgetful functors associated with the right action of A g,crit .
Finally, let us recall that the embedding of chiral algebras U ren,τ (L g,crit ) → D G,crit , see Theorem 4.4. It gives rise to the forgetful functor D G,crit -mod → A ren,τ g -mod, and, in particular, to a functor
Consider the composition
Now we obtain the following commutative diagram:
where the left vertical arrow is the functor considered in Theorem 5.5 and the lower horizontal arrow is the forgetful functor, which is obviously exact. Therefore, Theorem 5.5 follows from the exactness of the right vertical arrow. The latter is obtained from the following statement which may be viewed as a version of the Kashiwara theorem in the theory of D-modules.
g -mod is an equivalence of categories, and, in particular, it is exact.
Our plan now is as follows. In the next section we will prove Theorem 5.15 and hence complete the proof of Theorems 5.5 and 1.2, modulo Theorems 5.2 and 5.13. These theorems will be proved simultaneously in Sect. 7. Finally, we will prove in Sect. 8 that the functor of global sections considered as a functor D crit (Gr G )-mod → A ♭ g -mod is fully faithful. Our Theorem 5.15 should be regarded as a generalization of the above theorem, when the ring of differential operators is replaced by a certain algebroid. In our proof we will use the same argument as in the proof of the original Kashiwara theorem. 
Evidently, as a module over Z g,x , ı ! (N) is supported on the formal neighborhood of Spec(z g,x ). Moreover, from Lemma 5.12, it follows that the above PBW filtration on ı ! (N) is the canonical filtration by the powers of the ideal of Spec(z g,x ) (see Sect. 5.11). Therefore it follows that ı ! (N) belongs to the category A ren,τ g -mod E and that the adjunction map N → ı ! • ı ! (N) is an isomorphism.
6.3. To prove Theorem 5.15, it remains to show that for every M ∈ A ren,τ g -mod E , the adjunction map a :
is an isomorphism, and we conclude that ı ! (Ker a) = 0. However, the functor ı ! is evidently faithful, by condition (1) in the definition of Z g,x -mod E .
Locally on Spec(z g,x ), let us choose a basis ξ k in the space of sections of the vector bundle E ⊂ N(z g,x ) (this is possible in view of Lemma 5.12). Let us choose elements ξ k in the de Rham cohomology DR(D ) of the algebroid A ren,τ g on the punctured disk at x, which project to
Let I be the ideal of Spec(z g,x ) in Spec(Z g,x ), and let us choose functions f k ∈ I, which form a basis dual to ξ k . In other words, we require that under the natural action of DR(D
Let M be an object of A ren,τ g -mod E , and let M i be the canonical filtration on it by powers of CI (see Sect. 5.11) . We have to show that the subspace M 1 generates M under the action A ren,τ g
. By induction, we may assume that the subspace M i−1 can be so generated. Consider the action of I/I 2 on the extension
Therefore if m is an element of M i , then f k · m ∈ M i−1 and for all but finitely many indices k the element f k · m will belong to M i−2 . Therefore, the operator δ := k ξ k · f k is well-defined on M i /M i−1 . To perform the induction step, it would be enough to show that δ is surjective.
We claim that δ is in fact a scalar operator that acts as multiplication by i − 1. To prove this statement, we assume by induction, that δ acts as j − 1 on M j /M j−1 for all j < i.
Given an element m ∈ M i /M i−1 , consider the finite sum k=1,...,N ξ k · f k · m, which includes all the indices k for which f k · m / ∈ M i−2 . We must show that for any index l,
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the initial finite set of k's included l as well as the corresponding set of indices for the element f l · m ∈ M i−1 /M i−2 . Then we have
In the above expression, the first term belongs to M i−2 by our induction hypothesis on the action of δ on M i−1 /M i−2 . The second term belongs to M i−2 , because for k = l we have ξ k (f l ) ∈ I, and the third term also belongs to M i−2 , because ξ l (f l ) = 1 mod I. This completes the proof of the induction step and hence of Theorem 5.15.
7. Proof of Theorems 5.13 and 5.2.
Consider the group Ext
in the category of all smoothĝ crit -modules. We have a natural map
, which has been implicitly constructed when we discussed the chiral-Poisson structure on z g . Explicitly, we have:
, where a ∈ z g,x ⊂ V g,crit , consider its deformation a ℏ ∈ V g,ℏ and define the corresponding one-cocycle on g( O x ) by
This gives the desired map.
Thus, Ω 1 (z g ) is is "squeezed" between Ω 1 (z g ) and Θ(z g ). To prove that Ω 1 (z g ) in fact coincides with Ω 1 (z g,x ), we will use Theorem 3.6.7 of [BD] . This theorem asserts that Ω 1 (z g ) coincides with the Atiyah algebroid corresponding to a certain principal L G-bundle over Spec(z g,x ). More precisely, we have an equivalence between the category Rep L G of finite-dimensional representations of L G and the category of
-mod be the corresponding D-module. In Theorem 3.6.7 of [BD] it is shown that
is a tensor functor from Rep L G to the category of locally free finitely generated z g,x -modules. Since any Γ(Gr G , F) carries an action of the Lie-* algebroid A ♭ g , the modules V zg,x are modules over the Lie-* algebroid Ω 1 (z g ). Theorem 3.6.7 of [BD] states that this is the universal algebroid possessing such an action.
But by definition of Ω 1 (z g ), the action of A ♭ g on Γ(Gr G , F) can be canonically extended to an action of A ♭ g , and hence each V zg,x is a module over Ω 1 (z g ). By the above universality property,
Remark. In all of our constructions and statements in Sects. 3-5 we could replace the Lie algebroid Ω 1 (z g ) by the Lie algebroid Ω 1 (z g ). Then all of our proofs will go through even without the knowledge that there is an isomorphism
7.3. Recall the functor F :ĝ crit -mod
Note that the functor F is faithful. Indeed, a module M ∈ĝ crit -mod G( Ox) reg necessarily contains a non-zero vector which is annihilated by g ⊗ tC [[t] ] ⊂ĝ crit . Therefore we have a non-zero map V λ g,crit → M, and by Lemma 5.9, λ must be equal to 0. Proposition 7.4. The module V g,crit is free as a module over z g,x . For any
Proof. The proposition is proved by passing to the associate graded. Recall from Theorem 5.7 that V g,crit and z g,x are naturally filtered, and
For a variety Y let J(Y ) be the (infinite) jet scheme of Y (see [EF] for the precise definition). It follows from the definition of jet schemes that gr(z g,x ) is isomorphic to the algebra of functions on J(g/G) while gr(V g,crit ) is isomorphic to the algebra of functions on J(g). According to Theorem A.4 of [EF] , the latter is free over the former. This proves the first assertion. The second assertion will follow if we show that for a positively graded generated
This map is injective because the map
Fun (J(g)) is free over Fun (J(g/G)). Since both sides are Z + -graded with finite-dimensional homogeneous components, in order to prove that it is surjective, it suffices to check the surjectivity of the corresponding map of the fibers at the origin of Fun (J(g/G)). This amounts to the statement that the algebra of G( O x )-invariant functions on the fiber of Fun (J(g)) over the origin of Fun (J(g/G)) consists of constants, which is proved in Proposition A.7 of [EF] .
Note that the first assertion of the proposition implies that the functor G is exact and faithful, and the second one that the adjunction map Id → F • G is an isomorphism. 7.5. Next, we will show that the natural map
is an isomorphism. First, from Proposition 7.2, we obtain that this map is an isomorphism when L is a projective module over z g,x . Given an arbitrary L, let P be a projective module covering it, and let L ′ be the kernel of the surjection P ։ L. Consider the commutative diagram
where we use the notation Ext(M ) = Ext 1 gcrit (V g,crit , M ). In this diagram both the upper and the lower sequences are exact; the former because it is part of a long exact sequence and the latter because Ω 1 (z g,x ) is a free z g,x -module. Note that the second top horizontal arrow is surjective, because by the long exact sequence its cokernel is
and by Proposition 7.4, this arrow is just L ′ ֒→ P. Since the middle vertical arrow is an isomorphism, we then obtain that the rightmost vertical arrow is surjective. But then so is the leftmost one. This readily implies that the rightmost vertical arrow is in fact an isomorphism. Now, we claim that we can prove that
Indeed, using isomorphism (7.2), this amounts to the map
being injective, but this follows from the fact that the quotient Θ(z g )/Ω 1 (z g ) is z g -flat, insured by Lemma 5.12.
Note that isomorphism (7.2) shows that Theorem 5.2 implies Theorem 5.13. Thus, it remains to prove Theorem 5.2. We will prove directly Theorem 5.3 from which Theorem 5.2 follows.
7.6. Since we know that Id → F•G is an isomorphism, we have only to show that the adjunction map G • F → Id is an isomorphism as well.
This map is injective. Indeed, if M ′ is the kernel of G • F(M) → M, by the left exactness of F, we would obtain that
But we know that the functor F is faithful, so M ′ = 0.
Let us prove that
However, (7.3) implies that R 1 F(G(L)) = 0 for any z g,x -module L. Therefore, the above portion of the long exact sequence amounts to a short exact sequence
But the first arrow is an isomorphism, which implies that F(M ′′ ) = 0 and hence F(M ′′ ) = 0. Thus, Theorem 5.3 is proved.
As a corollary, we obtain the following result. Let σ ∈ Spec(z g,x ) be a C-point, and consider the subcategoryĝ crit -mod
whose objects are theĝ crit -modules with central character equal to σ. Theorem 5.3 implies that the categoryĝ crit -mod
is equivalent to the category of vector spaces. In particular, the module Set F 0 = F/ℏ. We obtain that theĝ crit -module Γ(Gr G , F 0 ) has two (a priori different) structures of object of A ♭ g -mod: one such structure has been described above, and another is as in Sect. 3.6. However, it is easy to see that these structures in fact coincide.
The main result of this section is the following n.reg , and M =0 , viewed as a module over Z g,x , has support disjoint from Spec(z g,x ).
In particular, we can apply this decomposition to any object M ∈ D G,crit -mod G( Ox) (note that M 0 and M =0 are stable under to the action of A ren,τ g , but not of D G,crit ). Recall that in Sect. 5.14 (see diagram (5.3)), the functor M → M 0 was denoted Γ. Using Corollary 8.2, we obtain that Theorem 8.3 is equivalent to the following: Proof. According to Lemma 5.9, we can find an element of Z g,x such that its action is nilpotent on D 0 G,crit,x and invertible on D
=0
G,crit,x . We can assume that this element comes from a local section a ∈ z g . For example, a can be taken to be the section corresponding to the SegalSugawara S 0 operator. Moreover, we can find a section a ′ of z g ⊠ O X such that the D-module endomorphism of D G,crit given by
is nilpotent on D where i x (resp., j x ) is the embedding of the point x (resp., of its complement). For a section b ∈ j x * j *
G,crit ) and an element m ∈ M 0 , consider the section
where j 2,x is the embedding of the complement to ∆ X ∪ X × x into X × X.
ind-scheme. We have the convolution functor
where D b (·) stands for the bounded derived category. In addition, we have the functor
Moreover, the (derived) functor of global sections
intertwines the two actions.
Lemma 8.11. For any non-zero object
Proof. We have an equivalence of categories
corresponding to the involution g → g −1 on G((t)). For F ∈ D κ (Gr G )-mod K and F ′ ∈ D κ (G((t))/K)-mod G( Ox) , the fiber at 1 ∈ Gr G of the convolution F ′ ⋆ F is canonically isomorphic to H(G((t))/K, F ′ ⊗ F * ). (Note that F ′ ⊗ F * is an object of the derived category of usual (i.e. non-twisted) right D-modules on G((t))/K, therefore, global cohomology makes sense.)
In particular, this global cohomology is non-zero for F ′ being (the direct image of) the constant D-module on a G( O x )-orbit G( O x ) · g ⊂ G((t))/K, for some g ∈ G((t))/K, such that the fiber (F * ) g is non-zero.
Using this lemma, our non-vanishing assertion reduces to the fact that for a non-zero F ∈ D b (D κ (Gr G )-mod G( Ox) ), the object RΓ(Gr G , F) is non-zero either. To prove it, note that since the functor Γ is exact, we can assume that F belongs to the abelian category of D-modules. By the semi-smallness result [BD] , Sect. 5.3.6, the convolution ⋆ is exact on D κ (Gr G )-mod G( Ox) , i.e., D κ (Gr G )-mod G( Ox) acquires a structure of monoidal category. (Note that for κ integral, the Satake equivalence identifies D κ (Gr G )-mod G( Ox) with the category of representation of the Langlands dual group L G.)
For an object F ∈ D κ (Gr G )-mod G( Ox) (which we can assume to be finitely generated), let F * ∈ D −κ (Gr G )-mod G( Ox) be the object as in the proof of Lemma 8.11, and take F ′ ∈
